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特許オープン戦略の進展
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　We nowadays observe increasing importance of patent in the management strategy, 
which makes the diversity in the patent strategy grow worldwide. In the early 2015, 
Toyota Motors announced that she would free the patent regarding fuel-cell vehicles. 
Other companies including IBM, Microsoft and Tesla Motors also announced their policy 
of freeing the patents. Patents are now regarded as important not only in monopolizing 
technology, but also in diffusing technology and creating market.
　This issue received a number of contributions focusing on "Strategy of Opening 
Patents" to consider this question.
　Also, we here publish the article regarding management on agricultural products after 
the establishment of Geographical Indications Act as a winner of merit award.
　Meanwhile, the Supreme Court in Japan recently announced two noticeable decisions. 
The one is about product-by-process patents in June. The court reversed the decision of 
the Intellectual Property High Court, maintaining that the patent infringement could be 
proved when the features and structures of products were the same in spite of their 
difference in the production methods (See the article by Mr. Hirabayashi in detail). The 
other is the decision in September, which sustained the claim of the infringement of 
Japanese patent by the click wheel of iPod and fixed the compensation of about 330 
million yen.
　The patent management has great impact upon business all over the world. To consider 
this issue, our institute established the advisory board comprised of IP experts around the 
world.
　Concentrating global expertise, we will further enhance our studies.

　


